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Benjamin Martinson
Abandoned by the falling sea Remain,
like echoes from before,
A million drops of fading time
smeared on the broken shore.
These gobs of life–blue clouds of once–
Now wind-baked nearly to a crust
Lay scattered on the sifting screen
Of pixellated dust,
And as the sand-soaked soul-bits dry
The final memories of those
Who swam away their squishy lives
will slowly come to close,
And soon the looming muddy sky
Will shatter from the light above
To wipe away the dripping dreams
Of jellyfish in love.
Brendan Owen Keenan
Sea-Breeze was written in 2010, during my last summer in Boston.
The piece captures the feeling of warm sun, cool breeze, and the
sound and smell of the surf during a calm day on the shore. The
contours are those of actual waves.
Sarah Hutchings
Prismatic contains certain tone “colors” produced through
various techniques in the cello and piano. These colors, in the
mind’s eye, were very much like the rainbow of colors produced
by shining light through a prism. Tone “colors” were produced
by the naturally occurring harmonics above a fundamental
pitch, however to blend them required the use of specific
pedaling techniques in the piano and the structured presence
of harmonics and varied bowing techniques on the cello. As
colors are blended they produce different shades and opacities,
so each movement involves more than primary structural colors
to create substance in the composition.
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About the Program
Angelique Poteat
A parallax is an astronomy concept in which the position
of a celestial body or object undergoes a change in angular
displacement as a result of a shifting of the coordinates and
position of the observer. Two types of parallaxes are dealt with
in astronomy: Annual parallaxes occur when an object (such
as a star) is viewed from the surface of the earth as opposed
to the center of the earth, while heliocentric parallaxes occur
when when an object is viewed from the earth instead of the
sun. “Parallax” for solo piano, delineates these differences in
perspective formally within the layout of the piece: AnnualHeliocentric-Annual, as if viewing different celestial objects
from different physical perspectives. One aim of this piece is
to invoke a sense of movement within the mental “space” of the
listener as such.
Bryan Percoco
A Perspective attempts to portray the emotions experienced
over several stages in development by a child with an only older
sibling that has a profound physical disability. The piece does not
seek to dwell on the disability itself, but to show the interaction
between the siblings. Over the years, their roles fluctuate until
they are finally reversed.
This piece was composed for flutist Catherine Branch as part of
her Music of Difference concert series.
Josh Whelchel
Morning Music (2011) reflects morning in the redwood forest,
surrounded by peaceful nature and the tranquility of soft
streams and curious wildlife. This piece is dedicated to Sarah
Yaksic and to my father, whose fascination of large trees and
annoying critters inspired me to write this piece.
Haerim Seok
By limiting the amount of pitches I use, I want to understand
music without relying on a melody.
(continued on back)

